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Operations & Office Report
BY REBECCA ADAMS,  OPERATIONS MANAGER

The Operations Team has been busy this year. Despite not having in
person services, there were many issues we had to attend to. Our
building and grounds need constant maintenance and keeping diligent
with our strategic plan, repairs and upgrades, we were able to
accomplish some much needed work. We were able to reseal and
restripe the parking lot before winter, had protective barriers placed in
front of the gas meter outside the sanctuary choir entrance, hired a new
janitorial service, rehomed the Fichus trees from the sanctuary and
scheduled damage repair, cleaning and recoating of our hardwood floors
to take place later this summer. We were able to assist Deb in making
the Requiem service happen virtually in December and continue many
of our teams and groups meetings via Zoom, including popular
enrichment and engagement groups like the Kerdcera Dojo, Touchstones
and UU Women’s groups. We held both our Community Auction and our
Generosity Campaign virtually with much success, thanks to all the
church members and friends who volunteered and participated. We look
forward to another year of serving the church and continuing our
mission to Create Community, Find Meaning and Work for Justice!
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Annual Board of Trustees Report
RICHARD D.  STEELE ,  PHD — 2020-2021  PRESIDENT ,  BOARD OF TRUSTEES
THE UNITARIAN-UNIVERSALIST CHURCH OF SPOKANE

The past Church Year – July 2020 through June 2021 – has not been easy for the Unitarian-Universalist
Church of Spokane. But neither has it been easy for our region, or the country, or the world. Among other
things, our globe faces growing threats from climate change; our country – from toxicity in politics; the
region – from climate-change-driven wildfires; and the Church – from the aftermath of internal
congregational dissention, a Board election that led to a change in leadership, and the performative
departure of a few dozen of our members.  At least, the problems our Church has been facing this past year
– while substantive  – are neither deadly nor beyond remedy. And happily, I can report on positive
developments within our Church, starting with Board actions to promote a return to good governance, a
return congregational comity, and continuation of our historic role as an agent of liberal religious
engagement within our church and within the greater community. This report will present a high-level
overview, identifying broad themes, discussing key examples, and characterizing my current sense of where
we are.
 
 During the current Board’s tenure, we’ve made it a priority to rebuild members’ trust and respectful
collaboration by modelling such values in our own behaviors and actions, and enacting policies that promote
the same ends. We have worked to introduce changes in policy, operational practices, and communications
to increase confidence among congregants that business is being conducted in accordance with our values.
For historical context, the prior year had seen important Board business conducted in Executive Session,
votes taken in secret and not reported to the Congregation, external back-channel communications that
questionably affected UUCS business, and other irregularities and procedural failings. I can report today that
such practices were halted as of July 1, 2020.
 
 Worthy of mention is the Board’s work to increase operational transparency. We were helped by the
obligatory use of ZOOM during the COVID-19 pandemic. All monthly Board meetings since July 2020 have
been held on ZOOM, the dates and times announced well in advance via multiple channels.  We have
welcomed numerous observers and visitors throughout the year. The meetings are recorded and made
available for review by interested parties via publicized links. This has removed any air of mystery about
what the Board is up to: if you wish to see, you can attend the live meetings virtually, review their recordings
later at your convenience, or do both.
 
 We have changed our stance towards Executive Sessions by enacting a Policy that brings us into accord
with best practices of comparable organizations in Washington state. Importantly, it specifies among other
things: [1] that Executive Session are to be used only for appropriate purposes, such as confidential
personnel discussions; [2] that the topics to be discussed must be announced publicly in regular meeting
before going into Executive Session; and [3] that any votes following discussions must be held publicly, in
regular meeting, after emerging from Executive Session, so that interested parties can see the count and the
stances of individual Board members. ...CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

 



UUCS by the Numbers
AVERAGE ONLINE ATTENDANCE

AVERAGE WEEKLY SUUN VIEWERSHIP

AVERAGE WEEKLY WEBSITE VEIWS

150

469

115

Finally, we have been working throughout the year to update and improve our governing documents — the
UUCS Articles of Incorporation, our Bylaws, and our Policies. This is a major undertaking, which we are
addressing incrementally. In this year’s Congregational Meeting, we are bringing certain changes to the
Articles of Incorporation before the Congregation for discussion and decision. At later times, in due course we
will do the same with other matters. The ultimate decisions are the Congregation’s to make, with the Board
working to manage the process so that congregants can inform themselves fully, discuss candidly, and vote
democratically. This is at the heart of our Fifth Principle.

The overarching purpose of all Board activities, of course, is to enable our venerable UU Church of Spokane to
flourish as an engaged, thriving, and joyous blessing, cherished both by its own members and our larger
community. I would be remiss here not to acknowledge the important contributions of our UUCS congregants,
some collaborating on Church Teams and others working with outside groups.  To name a few, the Social
Justice Team has been actively engaged during the year raising funds in special collections to designated
beneficiaries in the community; in addition, they have initiated a program that brings inspiring social-justice
speakers to the pulpit in Todd’s absence, such as Kiantha Duncan of the NAACP, and Jacob Johns, our UUCS
congregant who works through non-profits for social and environmental justice. Also, the UUCS is a member of
the Spokane Alliance, to which it contributes financial and other support. UUCS members were among
volunteers who phoned home-bound people with COVID symptoms daily in an Alliance-organized initiative to
monitor blood oxygen levels, pulse, and symptom progression, thus freeing up medically trained personnel for
essential hospital work.  In another initiative, UUCS members helped the Alliance lobby the City Council to
earmark more state funds for the construction of additional low-income housing units in Spokane, a growing
need. Elsewhere, UUCS members are instrumental in promoting Meaningful Movies sessions that draw film
viewers from Seattle, Spokane, and other places to discuss films of social, political, and historical importance.
In addition, thanks to lay leaders in the UU Churches of Salem and Spokane, over 100 UUs from throughout the
country participated for several weeks in Zoom discussions of Irshad Manji’s book Don’t Label Me, discussing
America’s culture wars and how to engage productively with people with differing political stances and world
views. Finally, great credit goes to all our UUCS internal Teams – Operations, Stewardship, Worship, and
Endowment, to name a few – for their ongoing work to keep the UUCS functioning effectively while keeping
our vital signs healthy.
 
 In conclusion, I can report that the Unitarian-Universalist Church of Spokane has navigated a difficult year
with resilience and adaptiveness; has addressed key issues successfully; has restored normal congregational
comity and stability; and is positioned to build constructively for the future.  Our Unitarian Universalist
Church of Spokane represents an important voice of gravitas and autonomy. We honor our 137-year-old
history.   We firmly commit to our seven UU Principles. And we will uphold and defend our UUCS
Congregational Polity against any and all attempts to undermine it.        
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Annual Minister's Report
I will begin by acknowledging what a difficult year it has been. Fifteen months of isolation and social
distancing has taken a toll on all of us, including on our church. We did our best to continue the work of our
congregation while keeping in touch with and supporting one another. We have lost friends, some due to
COVID-19, and have not yet been able to say goodbye. Some among us were hospitalized with other health
conditions, whom we were unable to visit or comfort. Our building, which is usually the hub of most our
activities and gatherings, was closed. Still, through it all, we persisted. We’ve been able to hold services through
our livestreaming system since the beginning of the shutdown and have held our online meetings and
gatherings thanks to our computers, phones, and tablets. Like many people around the world, we did our best
to cope with a difficult situation and now, as life is beginning to feel somewhat normal again, we’ve emerged
stronger and more appreciative for all that we have and for each other.

Not only has livestreaming our services enabled us to carry on, but it has also opened our community up to
some who would otherwise never be able to attend, including some who have become official members of our
congregation. Despite the additional conflict in our congregation two years ago, culminating in a splinter group
leaving to start a new church, our own membership numbers have remained steady and strong through the
pandemic. From my perspective, the same is true of our finances. As is so of most congregations, we are always
on the edge of having just enough to fund our annual budget, which was true last year, and will be true again
this year. Yet, despite the financial impacts many face due to the economic impacts of the coronavirus
shutdown, we have had enough and will have enough in the coming months, thanks to the generosity of our
members.

During the year, we also hired a new Religious Education Specialist, Stephanie Gronholz, who is an experienced
schoolteacher and professional educator. Stephanie and her husband Shane, and their son Max, are members of
our congregation, and she has much to offer. Stephanie is helping us take our Children and Family ministry
program in a new direction. Until recently, our Religious Education model had become outdated, and was based
on demographics and social constructs that don’t exist anymore. Rather than a curriculum based sixth day of
school, that required two volunteer teachers for every classroom, for what had become about an average of
about a dozen kids on Sundays, we are moving toward a Children’s Chapel model, during which children of all
ages will experience a service with songs, and chalice lightings, and sharing, and a brief lesson, follow by a
social period. As our nation, like all nations, is experiencing sudden population decline with fewer children
being born than ever in history, we need to be smarter about how we serve and attract the kids who are here,
while concentrating our resources in more meaningful and enjoyable ways. 

During the past year, I was also able to write another brief book about all that had transpired after distributing
my controversial book, The Gadfly Papers, in 2019. Writing a second book on the matter was not something I
was eager to do, but, after our Board of Trustees began stressing the importance of documenting what
happened, I became convinced of my obligation to do so. My new book, The Gadfly Affair, is half personal
narrative corroborated with heavy documentation, and half raw documentation in its appendices. If nothing
else, church historians will be able to consider this evidence for themselves. 

Our congregation has also become a bit of a haven for Unitarian Universalists around the country who share
the concerns many of us have regarding the illiberal direction our religion has taken. Although they live in
various places around the country, they often join our services via our livestream. As many as a hundred
Unitarian Universalists from around the country also joined our seven-week online study and discussion of
Irshad Manji’s book, Don’t Label Me. 

BY REV.  DR.  TODD EKLOF
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Annual Minister's Report
In addition to being an insightful book about the importance of hearing and respecting those we disagree
with, the event proved to be an important source of support for Unitarian Universalists who no longer feel
supported by the Unitarian Universalists Association. Figuring out new ways to remain connected to and
supported by the larger Unitarian Universalist community is the challenge before us these days. The Don’t
Label Me book study was a good start. 
I also want to sing the praises of our staff who have continued doing excellent work during these difficult
times. Rebecca Adams, our Operations Manager has worked most the year as just about the only person in
the office. Rebecca began the job after the pandemic had already struck, yet we could not have hoped for a
more self-motivated, self-directed, intelligent, and capable person in her position. During the COVID-19
lockdown, the daily business of our church, and there is a lot of it, had to continue. Thanks to Rebecca it has
and we all owe her a debt of gratitude.
Speaking of debt, thanks also to Lynn Hurt, our professional bookkeeper, who has worked closely with
Rebecca to keep our bills paid and our finances in order. Since I’ve been here, we’ve worked diligently to
professionalize as many services as we can, which is important for a congregation our size. Lynn has been a
valuable part of that effort and I am grateful for her help keeping our finances sound during these uncertain
times.

Thanks also to Todd Milne, our Audio/Visual technician, who was here each Sunday throughout the
pandemic, not only working to make sure our streaming service was working as reliably as possible, but also
for sharing his inspiring music with us throughout. Initially, during Phase I of the lockdown, Todd and I were
the only ones allowed in the Sanctuary, which greatly limited what we could do. During Phase II, Michelina
Tyre, our pianist, and Deb Jaquemin, our Music Director, were also able to join us, bringing a little more life
and normalcy. But it wasn’t easy playing to an empty room, or for Deb to be the only voice heard while
leading an invisible congregation. Sunny Cook and Darl Vander Linden also joined us with their masks on to
run our, not so reliable, slide show, and we thank them for their patience and commitment. Thanks to all of
them for doing what they could, under very peculiar circumstances, to help us all continue enjoying Sunday
services throughout the year.

Remaining in communication with each other, even if we couldn’t meet face to face, was also essential to us
last year, and I want to thank our Communications Assistant, Michelle Caldwell for all she has done over the
year to help us keep in touch. In addition to our weekly SUUN, Michelle has made sure we had all the links to
the various meetings happening each week, and adequate Zoom services to continue conducting them. We
certainly would not have faired well were it not for Michelle’s hard work.

I must also express my undying gratitude to all the members of our Board of Trustees and to say how much
I’ve enjoyed working with you over the past year. Craig Aldworth, John Bagby, Lynn Jinishian, Betsy Rush,
Catherine Trestrail, Candace Schmidt, and, last according to my alphabetical order but certainly not least,
Board President Richard Steele. I thank all of you for your willingness to step into this vital leadership role
during such a turbulent time, and for all you outstanding efforts to right our course upon stormy waters. You
have worked as diligently as you have transparently and have done so with just the right among of laughter
and kindness and friendship that we needed. Thank you!

I know there are many other individuals I should thank for all they have done for our church this past year,
but for time’s sake, and knowing that I would surely leave many deserving individuals out, I will close by
thanking all of you, as members of this congregation, for all you have done during the past year to help
make our work together so successful and our life together so enjoyable. Whether you were tuning in on
Sunday, or pulling weeds on Monday, or checking in on members who were sick or alone, or making sure
there were still plenty of ways to meet over Zoom or outside at a park, or contributing to a virtual
community auction, or figuring out to conduct an entire stewardship campaign during a church lockdown, or
pouring over our church bylaws to help in an exhaustive effort to improve them, or any of the many other
things we needed to remain a healthy and vibrant community, I thank all of you! It remains my life’s greatest
privilege to be your minister.

-Rev. Dr. Todd Eklof

CONT.
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Annual Treasurer's Report

The bottom line is that despite or because of the Covid-19 Pandemic, we expect the Church to end
the year with a SURPLUS of between $59,000 (pessimistic) and $89,000 (optimistic).Because of the
Pandemic and the Church’s split last year, the Church’s pledge and other donation receipts were
down sharply. However, because of our inability to meet in church until recently, our expenses
were down even more than our income. Also, the Federal Government twice lent us PPP money to
help us keep our employees on the payroll until the end of the Pandemic. The Federal Government
forgave their first PPP loan to us of over $48,000.

As of April 30, 2021, our SURPLUS was $76,337.42. What we received from pledges and unpledged
donations were $255,202.90, which was $58,939.60 short of what our pro-rated budged amounts.
However, the forgiven PPP loan helped offset much of this shortfall. On the other hand, our
expenses were $269,331.33, which were under budget by $78,766.44. We still need to complete the
accounting for May and most of June is in the future, so we will need to wait until about August
until we know exactly what that surplus will be.

From the April 30, 2021, balance sheet, I have estimated that we do currently have a strong
contingency fund balance. However, when we have tried to actually compute a balance, we raised
some questions that the Board needs to address as to how this contingency fund should be defined.

BY DAVID EAGLE ,  INTERIM TREASURER
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Annual Music Director's Report

2020-21 Music Director Report

As many of you have noted, music in our church service was really hit hard by COVID19. Our
Mixed Choir is literally half of our program here for nine months of the year, so letting our choir
go on March 12th of 2020 was devastating to music on Sundays—and personally devastating to
me, as I love directing them more than anything else about my job. (Choirs are particularly
vulnerable to COVID as the rate of transmission is quite high due to close proximity and
prolonged exposure in both rehearsal and performance.) It was also hard to bring musicians in,
as I didn’t want to expose our congregation to unvaccinated people. 

Our minister started with “bare bones” services, adding the recorded music of our tech man,
Todd Milne, who is a fine musician.  When I and our pianist, Michelina, were added later, we did
the best we could to add more music. As vaccinations progressed, I was able to bring in some of
our own members—those comfortable with that—to do what we could to add variety. This only
happened quite recently, though, so we have been in the doldrums for months and months! I did
try two ways of getting virtual things on our TV screen, but our system is really not set up for
that and there were problems with my experiments in this area.

The bright spot of the year was our on-line Winter Solstice service! Thanks to member Susan
Tyler-Babkirk, who asked that I do SOMETHING, even if it were NOT our usual big service, we put
together a simply WONDERFUL version of our usual service! Susan and I worked very hard to
make this a success—along with several other members of our congregation. I was somewhat
skeptical at first, not being a particularly good on-line tech person, but we put in many extra
hours in November and December, testing our ideas as we went. In the end we were able to
serve all of you who tuned in to a much needed congregational event that kept us in touch
spiritually and people-wise!

My hopes are up for the coming year. I want to get our choirs—both Mixed and Solstice—going
again this coming fall.We will still need to be aware of the state of affairs regarding the
pandemic, of course. I plan to start carefully with small singing groups at first and see how
things go.

Deb Jacquemin
UUCS Music Director 
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UUCS Team Report

After 15 months closure of our building we have finally reopened our doors! Despite the pandemic, the
building closure and social distancing requirements, we’ve continued our important work of outreach and
inclusion to Work for Justice, Create Community and Find Meaning. UUCS is standing strong and standing in
support of those in our community who need it the most. Here’s what our church has been working on the
past year:

Social Justice Projects:
This year our Social Justice Team has worked on coordinating special collections for many local charities
including Vanessa Behan Crisis Nursery, Second Harvest Food Bank, Bite to Go Program at Balboa Elementary,
Transitions, NAMI (National Alliance for Mental Illness), SIRC (Spokane Immigrant Rights Coalition) and the
Legal Defense Funds, victims of the Colville wildfires, homelessness support for Shalom Center, Hope House
and Crosswalk, Odyssey Youth Center, our Partner Church, the NAACP and Meals on Wheels. Our Social
Justice team also collected donations for specific items to help out Colville wildfire affected families in the
Inchelium area, and the Transitions Women’s Hearth and homeless outreach programs.

We held a special, special collection for Morning Star Baptist church, raising over $4,000 in support of
diversity in our faith community. We also continue to support the work of Sandra Williams as a friend of the
Black Lens News and as supporters of the local chapter of the NAACP.

In August we joined Spokane Arm in Arm and Extinction Rebellion Spokane to host their rally in support of
our Native American community and changing the name of Ft. George Wright Drive. This proposal was
approved by city government and our street name was officially changed to W Whistalks Way in February
2021. We continue to support UUCS member Jacob Johns in his activist efforts to protect native lands and to
support our native community. 
Members of our Pride Team are working with the UUCS office staff and members of the Spokane transgender
community to put together a list of emergency resources to help in times of need and crisis. There is a
growing need for support to our transgender community in the Spokane area. As we are a welcoming
congregation, UUCS often comes up when LBGTQ+ people search for assistance. Therefore, we are working
with several community leaders to develop much needed assistance. As our building reopens, we will
continue to provide a safe place for social and support groups of the LGBTQ+ community to meet. 

Last fall we started an antiracism book club to encourage education and informed discussions of our society
and positive change to make our world more inclusive and equal for all. We shared a joint service with guest
speaker Irshad Manji. We co-hosted a book study and workshop with UU Salem to continue to exploring her
important work on inclusion and equality. In March we hosted guest speaker Kiantha Duncan from the
NAACP to provide insight on inclusion and equality issues in our area.  ...CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

WHAT WE'VE BEEN WORKING ON OVER THE PAST YEAR



Sustainability projects:
This fall we began the UUCS Seed Project to preserve food and nature by collecting garden seeds from
members. We will host annual seed exchanges during spring and fall and will house a seed library here at
UUCS for drop off and pick up of seeds anytime. We have two categories: Edible and Decorative. Edible
includes vegetables, fruits, grains, and herbs. Decorative includes flowers, ground covers, and other
decorative plants. 

On our opening day we held a plant sale. Using plants donated by UUCS members and volunteer plants
harvested from our own UUCS flower beds we raised over $150 and helped supply our raised beds with many
left over vegetable starts to help feed our community this harvest season.

Our Green Team will be starting up again soon to review sustainability practices here at UUCS and to
evaluate and maintain our status as a green sanctuary.

These are just a few of the things we have been working on this year. Keep connected with our weekly SUUN
e-newsletter to find out everything happening at UUCS!
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4340 W WHISTALKS WAY
SPOKANE, WA 99224

509.325.6383
WWW.UUSPOKANE.ORG

MINISTER: REV. DR. TODD EKLOF
OPERATIONS MANAGER: REBECCA ADAMS

OPERATIONS ASSISTANT: MICHELLE CALDWELL
BOOKKEEPER: LYNN HURT

MUSIC DIRECTOR: DEBORAH JAQUEMIN
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION SPECIALIST: STEPHANIE GRONHOLZ

OFFICE HOURS: MONDAY - THURSDAY 10AM - 2PM


